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Membership Renewals
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If the address label on this newsletter (or your last copy
of ESC) indicates "(93)" after your name, your
membership will expire at the end of this year. You will
find a membership renewal form on the last two pages
of this newsletter. Please take a few moments to fill it out
and send it back. Should you or your colleagues require
additional copies of the form, feel free to photocopy as
many as you need. All membership fees will be
acknowledged by a receipt.
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President's Column
This has traditionally been a time of year at
which to lean back a little, to catch one's
breath and count one's blessings-which
may well seem, on the level of the profession
at large, to be few and far between. Whether
we attribute the current sharp decline in
government revenues to recent shifts in the
international economy or more precisely to
the ruinous economic policies of the
Mulroney Tories, it seems evident enough
that provincial ministers of finance and
education have been left with very little
space in which to manoeuver. But it is no less
clear that our governments, at whatever
level, do not regard post-secondary
education as belonging among their higher
priorities. One need hardly say that the
harsh cuts in this sector which are being
imposed across Canada are having a direct
impact upon the members of this Association,
in terms both of increased workloads for
those with full-time positions and, more
significantly, of blighted hopes for many
promising younger scholars.
In response to this grim situation we
must continue to insist, with as many voices
and as loudly as possible, on the crucial
importanceofourworknotjustininculcating
literacy (or 'cultural literacy,' if you prefer
that battered term)-but also, more
distinctly, in disseminating a sceptical and
humane understanding of the processes of
cultural transformation which have brought
us to where we now are,andininterrogating
and reshaping the values embedded in our
diverse pasts and our conflicted present. We
must continue to remind both politicians
and the public of what reduced access to
higher education will mean to this country in
terms of a reduced capacity for innovation,
a closing off of opportunities, and a hardening
of discrimination on the basis of class, gender
and race. And we must continue to insist on

the need for coherent and egalitarian planning
strategies in the fields of higher education
and humanities research. (I had the
opportunity last month to speak briefly with
Charles Pascal, Deputy Minister of the
Ontario education ministry, and to discover
how entirely unprepared that ministry is to
deal with the potential consequences of its
funding decisions-with the possibility, for
example, that Ontario universities may
decide to privatize and hence through fullcost fees restrict access to those professional
and quasi-professional programs whose
graduates tend to occupy the most highly
paid positions in our society.)
But it is perhaps one thing to make our
voices heard, and another to see that we are
actually being listened to. In his contribution
to this issue of the Newsletter (which was first
presented as a talk at the 1993 ACCUTE
Conference), Brian Segal, past president of
RyersonPolytechnicandoftheUniversityof
Guelph, and now publisher of Maclean's,
dismisses the idea that we can expect to
influence public policy with respect to postsecondary funding-while at the same time
challenging us to make our presence felt in
public debates where we can claim some
authority and expertise. Might one take this
as an invitation to set about re-ordering the
discursive regime which accords a perpetual
back seat to post-secondary education-and
within that category, toliterary,humanistic,
and textual studies? For insofar as we are
interpreters not just of written but of cultural
texts, what public domain is there in which
we cannot claim expertise?
Frank Davey's wry reflections in this
issue on the reception of his book Reading
"KIM" Right provide one kind of answer to
the latter question, and his book constitutes
an example of the well-timed tactical
intervention which other members of
ACCUTE might well consider emulating.
At the very least, there is fun to be had in this
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kind of cultural politics. And if, judiciously
applying the venerable principle of post hoc
ergo propter hoc, we correlate Frank Davey's
book with the results of the federal election
which closely followed its appearance, we
may be able to persuade Prime Minister
Chretien that it could be rash on his part to
risk engaging the analytical attentions of
members of this Association.
Let me touch briefly on another, not
unreli:ited, aspect of cultural politics. In late
November I took part in the two-day meeting
of the Board of the Canadian Federation for
the Humanities, an organization which
intervened with notable effectiveness in the
controversy over the recent attempted
merger of the Canada Council with the
SSHRCC,butwhichhasnotinotherrespects
been very successful in impressing the views
of scholars in the humanities upon decisionmakers in government and in the SSHRCC.
(The Federation's Board, which currently
has almost sixty members, is absurdly
expensive, and too unwieldy to produce
decisive action.) But during the November
meeting, the Board decided on a new
structure which will both save substantial
amounts of money and be politically much
more effective. Merging its functions with
those of the Annual General Meeting, the
Board will henceforth meet only once a year,
at the Learned Societies Conference, while
an expanded Executive, elected according to
a formula designed to give due weight both
to large and to small scholarly associations,
will be supplemented by special Action
Committees which will focus upon specific
issues.
ACCUTE has in the past been much
indebted to the CFH for its coordination of
our lobbying efforts (to give just one example,
the telephone and fax numbers of members
of the new parliament and of Jean Chretien's
cabinet which appear in the ACCUTE
Electronic Mailbox were made available to

us by the CFH central office). The CFH is
also important to us for its contributions to
organizing the Learned Societies Conference
and for its Aid to Scholarly Publications
Program. We can now anticipate that the
Federation's public interventions in the
interests of scholars doing research and
teaching in the humanities will be better
coordinated and more sustained.
Perhaps-to return to my initial
thought of searching for glimmers of light
amid the general gloom-we can count this
structural reform of the CFH as one small
blessing. I would want to add, speaking
from the perspective of ACCUTE's central
office here on the Guelph campus, that Ann
Wilson's good-humoured presence as
ACCUTE' s Secretary-Treasurer and Dorothy
Hadfield's ingenuity and hard work as our
Administrative Assistant have counted for
· measmuchmore immediate blessings during
a somewhat overcharged fall semester. The
Association can also be grateful to the other
members of our Executive-to Frank Davey,
as Vice-President and President-Elect, to our
members-at-large, Mary Wilson Carpenter,
Pat Merivale, and Peter Schwenger, to our
graduate student member, Kathleen
Darlington, to Doug Wurtele, editor of ESC,
and to Ted McGee, who represented the
Canadian Association of Chairs of Englishfor their vigorous and imaginative
contributions to a very productive executive
meeting here in early November. (One of the
results of that meeting will, we hope, be a
more polished and effective membership
drive next year than anything you've seen
before.)
This issue contains a reminder, in Brian
Segal's paper and in the papers of Donna
Pennee and Christina Luckyj, of the range
and vigour of our 1993 conference. I'm
pleased to be able to report that our 1994
conference, which will be hosted from June
3 to June 6 by the University of Calgary, will
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by all the early indications be equally strong
and engaging. Our plenary speakers will be
Diana Fuss of Princeton University, author
of Essentially speaking: feminism, nature and
difference and editor of Inside/out; Marc
Angenot, of McGill University, whose many
books include Le roman populaire: recherches
en paralitterature, Les champions des femmes:
examen du discours sur la superiorite des femmes,
1400-1800 and Theorie litteraire: problemes et
perspectives; and Eleanor Cook, of the
University of Toronto, author of Poetry, Word-

Play, and Word-War in Wallace Stevens,
Browning's Lyrics and co-editor of Centre and
Labyrinth: Essays in Honour of Northrop Frye.
Readings will be given by Aritha van Herk
and (in a joint session with CACLALS) by
Sam Selvon, Claire Harris, and Lee Maracle;
we are also planning to have a showing of
Alanis Obomsawin's film Kanehsatake: 270
Years of Resistance. And perhaps most
importantly, we have once again this year
received a large number of high-quality
papers and proposals.

Thinking About the Profession
The Squeeze on Teaching
by Donna Palmateer Pennee
McGill/Guelph
At the 1993 Learneds, I had the pleasure of
introducing an ACCUTE special session on
pedagogy. The session was designed
specifically as a forum for reports on the
creation of small-group learning experiences
in large classes: Professor Christina Luckyj
(whose paper appears in this Newsletter) and
Professor Len Diepeveen spoke of their
experiences in literature classes, and
Professor Kate Murton reported on her work
in composition classes.
The idea for this session was appealing
because many of us are looking for specific
ways to give more and more of the teaching/
learning task to students. This transference,
while it may already be an integral part of
pedagogical strategy, is increasingly
necessitated by (we've all heard the list)
increased professional workloads, larger
classes, and fewer teaching resources
(conditions many of us know and live daily).
But this transference may also indicate a
heightened desire to achieve certain

pedagogical goals, e.g., sharpening critical
thinking, engaging students in peer
evaluation and review, and offering them
several modes of reading, writing, and
responding to texts other than what we used
to call the "primary" ones. Thatis, while the
session was conducted in the context of
budget-driven pedagogical change, I think
many of us attended that session with a
broader though no less practical context in
mind, namely, the impact of (here comes
another over-used phrase) paradigm shifts
in the humanities and social sciences on
curricular and pedagogical innovation and
renovation.
But perhaps I should not assume that
broader context for the panelists or the
audience,orformypresentreaders. !recently
attended a conference entitled "Instructional
Show and Tell: Sharing Innovations for
TeachingandLearning"atwhichlmetmany
people who I am sure are devoted teachers,
and where I heard several presentations on
small-group experiences in large classes.
Perhaps my expectations were too high (or
otherwise inappropriate), but I found the
conference (in its sixth annual run) to be
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quite remarkable because it consisted largely
of accounts of extremely time- and labourintensive procedures (often involving large
numbers of teaching assistants), and seemed
to treat pedagogy as if it occurred in a
vacuum, or at leastin the ideal(?) scenario of
having nothing else to do (the Smith
Commission people would have been
delighted). There was, for example, no
recognition of the fact that teaching is only
one constituent of our academic
subjectivities; there was no foregrounding
of the difference that the requirements of
particular disciplines might make to
pedagogical imperatives and procedures;
no analysis of the manner in which recent
paradigm shifts have impacted teaching and
learning; no accounts of genuinely
interdisciplinary creation, administration,
teaching, and evaluation of courses; no
questioning of budget-driven pedagogical
change; no suggestions as to how one might
circumvent internal administrative obstacles
to pedagogical change; no apparent
consciousness that as teachers we may have
more power than we think-or are rewarded
for-within the university structure.
No one spoke in terms of giving greater
responsibility to students for both teaching
and learning within and without the
classroom, or of what Kate Murton refers to
as "the risk factor" involved in doing so.
Everyone spoke in terms of "problemsolving": not solving pedagogical problems
but giving students problems to solve-you
know, math problems in math class,
diagnostic problems in medical class, legal
problems in law class, instead of the usual
lecture and note-taking routine. No one
wanted to talk about problematizing instead
of problem-solving, about teaching students
how to formulate questions instead of finding
answers. Butperhapssuchmatterswerenot
addressed because so few pedagogues from
the humanities were represented at this

Instructional Show and Tell--as though, with
or without gizmos, gadgets, computer and
video screens, teachers in the humanities
have nothing to show or tell.
At the 1993 Learneds, Dr. Elizabeth
Popham called for a meeting of people
interested in forming an AC CUTE pedagogy
discussion group: not printed in the official
program and squeezed into a lunch slot, the
meeting was not as well attended as it might
have been. Participants left their names and
addresses with Dr. Popham, but I haven't
heard anything since then--no doubt because
Dr. Popham is suffering under the very
workload that led to a call for the special
session in the first place!
All of which leads me to ask, would it
be useful (and can we find the time and
money) to have an ACCUTE Pedagogy
Newsletter? or a special issue of English
Studies in Canada devoted to pedagogy (the
December 1991 issue on "The Canon and the
Curriculum" had articles that spoke directly
to pedagogy)? or one article or review
devoted to pedagogy in each issue of ESC? or
a regular and vetted session on pedagogy at
the Leameds? or a special session (I know-there are too many sessions as it is) where we
could hear, for example, from the Cultural
Studies faculty and staff at Trent where
team-teaching is apparently the norm? or a
special session with other associations on
interdisciplinary teaching in, for example,
Canadian Studies, Native Studies,
International Studies, European Studies,
Gender Studies programs? (This last query
may have been addressed by last year's
roundtable on interdisciplinarity--I was
unable to attend.)
Or will such measures be seen as yet
one more burden for the already burdened?
Will they be interpreted as a concession to
the Smith report, as a backlash from people
who, perhaps more than ever, think that
research in the humanities is a cover for
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''bad" teaching or for not teaching at all, or as
ammunition for people who think that those
who can't do (scholarship), teach? Does any
of this matter?

Small Group Teaching
by Christina Luckyj
Dalhousie University
Like sex, small group teaching can be an
empty or an exciting experience. The joke
among novice instructors when I began
teaching was this: "Last night I didn't have
time to prepare. Whatshouldido?" Answer:
"Small group discussions." Exhausted by
endless text preparation in the first year of
teaching, I embraced it enthusiastically. It
was good pedagogy, or sounded good -decentring the classroom, making them do
the work, lifting their unsounded voices to
their peers. If they sat in silence or wished
they'd stayed in bed, it was their own fault.
If half-hearted discussions of "why Miss
Emily killed Homer Barron" (and more
vigorous discussions of who pulled the fire
alarm last night in the residence) were
followed by dreary monotonous repetitive
reports (delivered by resentful spokespeople)
it was their fault. Wasn't it? Well, I don't
think I really thought so then, and I certainly
don't think so now. This year -- four years
later -- I returned to small group teaching in
myfirst-yearclass(withanenrolmentof45),
determined to transform what had been an
empty experience into an exciting one. I took
some risks, had some miserable failures, and
some astounding successes. From the
beginning I want to acknowledge the help
and advice I got from my much more
experienced colleagues. When it comes to
teaching, I am a shameless plagiarist, and
many of the teaching strategies described
here were inspired by chats with colleagues

in the department lounge.
In my experience small group
discussion works best not as an end in itself
but as a means to a larger goal. Actually, the
way I have come to use small groups is really
a form of collective brainstorming to prepare
for a theatrical event -- a kind of rehearsal for
a ?rand. iml:'rovisation. Ideally, small group
d~scuss1on m my classroom is both open to
diverse perspectives and anxiously, urgently
conspiratorial, bonding individuals to a closeknit unit and raising the stakes in what is to
follow. When the groupworkitself isfinished,
the class ideally perceives itself no longer as
an undifferentiated mass but as several
energy centres ready to strike sparks off each
other.
Let me be much more banal. My
classroom must be large enough to
a:commodate six to eight clusters of eight to
nine students each, and it must have moveable
chairs. I establish my groups atthe beginning
of the year and keep them that way. I rotate
the spokesperson for each exercise so that no
one student persistently dominates. I spend
five minutes describing the nature of the
exercise. I teach in a 90-minute block of time
of which no more than the first 25 minute~
are spent in small group discussions, whereas
a full hour is devoted to the fruits of that
discussion. I use small groups frequently
enough-- maybe one class in every four -- to
allow group members to get to know each
other and to reap the benefits of a refreshing
change in the configuration of the classroom.
~en groups are working, I (and my T.A.)
circulate pretty unobtrusively, unless a group
needs bailing out.
Now for some specific examples of
what happens. I have divided groupwork
assignments into three main models which
I'll call the debate model, the challenge and
response model, and the composition model.
1. The Debate Model: For this one the
instructor sets up and defines the terms of
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the debate. (This seems autocratic, but is
designed to make a pointtowhichl'llretum.)
This requires great care, for the two points of
view must be in clear opposition to one
another. Let me give an example from
Wuthering Heights: groups A, C, and E resolve
that Catherine is a villain, while groups B, D,
and F resolve she's a victim. Obviously, it's
the instructor's job to make sure that both
positions can find textual support. I hand
out sheets on which the spokesperson must
record the main points of the argument along
with textual evidence -- then I allow no more
than 25 minutes for work in groups, for the
debate itself will generate momentum and
hopefully reflection. The discussion in groups
is designed to teach critical skills (building
an argument) and research skills (finding the
evidence) in a context in which individuals
are at lower risk than in the large class. The
debate itself is formally structured: group A
presents its argument, Group B presents a
counter-argument, group C gives a rebuttal
in defense of group A, group D rebuts groups
A and C, and so on. The debate is designed
to teach rhetorical skill, as w.e ll as
improvisation (as arguments have to be
modified in response to other groups); here,
obviously, individuals are at higher risk,
though they can often take refuge in the
formal structure of the debate, the terms of
which have been imposed. I usually find the
mostcreativepointcomeswhen the formality
of the debate begins to break down: I tell
them they can jump ship if they choose, and
the classroom generally becomes a hubbub
of excited voices. Finally, about 5 minutes
before the end of class, I ask them to try and
reflect on what has taken place. Inevitably,
students who originally held one view now
firmly believe the opposite, if it happens to
have been the one assigned to them. I ask
themtothinkaboutthis,aboutwhatitmeans.
Does it mean that meaning is imposed by
readers, according to their own inbuilt

cultural predispositions (the equivalent of
my imposed argument)? Does it mean that
the text is ambiguous -- and, in that case, are
we wrong if we adopt one view over another?
How fixed or fluid is meaning in literary
texts? These are difficult questions to which
therearenosimpleanswers,buttheobjective
here is to encourage students to reflect on the
construction of meaning.
2. Challenge and Response Model: In
this model the members of the group, rather
than the instructor, define the terms of the
argument. I believe that this model is
infinitely adaptable to almost any text, and
has a number of possible variations.
The first time I used this strategy, I
wanted to find a more dynamic way of
teaching diction in a unit on poetry. So I gave
each group a different poem to work on,
complete with underlined words, and told
them that they were members of an editorial
board demanding that the poet change
particular words. They had to suggest and
make a good case for substituting words in
the poem. Once they had rewritten the poem
with word changes, they handed it over to
the next group, which was assigned the task
of defending the original diction of the poem.
In the final role-playing exercise, editors
confronted poets for a public showdown.
The result was hilarious and instructive. I
noticed that the poems seemed to come alive
in the hands of students who were given a
license to rewrite them -- taking part in the
creative process helped them see texts as
fluid and dynamic. Occasionally they
substituted words that improved on the
original! But in general the groupworkreally
made them focus on the value of individual
words in a poem by recreating the poet's
choices.
I began to try out variations on this
model, since it was so successful the first
time; in the end, it was the model I used most
often. I developed a variation to encourage
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more evaluative criticism of texts, in which
each group (acting again as critic) was asked
to identify some part or parts of a text which
simply didn't work, or seemed unnecessary,
so that the next group could then respond as
author to the criticisms. Author and critic
could meet as guests on a talk show, in which
case I could play host. This worked best of
course with modern non-canonical texts -- I
taught Ann-Marie Macdonald's irreverent
revision of Shakespeare, Goodnight
Desdemona (Goodmorning Juliet), as well as
Alice Walker's The Color Purple-- and both of
these worked well, especially since, in the
case of the latter, I had already supplied the
students with critical reviews. Again, this
model transported students imaginatively
into the creative process, unfixing literary
texts and giving students more authority to
evaluate and appreciate them. Clearly there
are other ways of doing this too -- I frequently
gave student assignments like completing
and justifying a sonnet, or writing an
imaginary letter from Celie, so other elements
of the class complemented the group work.
3. Composition Model: I developed
this for the first time when I wanted to teach
a class on writing without boring and turning
students off. In this particular class I wanted
to teach plain language. I though I could
teach it best ifl helped them to see what unplain language looked like, and exaggerated
their own tendencies to write circuitous
euphemistic prose. So I borrowed a
suggestion from my colleague Marjorie Stone
and turned it into group work. I gave each
group a common nursery rhyme, and asked
them to rewrite it in the most ornate and
euphemistic way they could. (I also gave
them some examples to work with.) In 20
minutes, they came up with hilarious and
ingeniously elaborate examples of purple
prose or "gobbledygook," which they read
to the other groups, who tried to guess the
original nursery rhyme. These verbal

charades heightened their appreciation of
the value of plain language and focused their
attention on the lesson which followed on
the elimination of redundancy. Finally, I
asked them to rewrite a paragraph of an
essay they were about to submit in plain
language.
One of the problems of a workshop on
teaching is that we inevitably focus on our
successes--so we all sound like greatteachers
-- while in fact we probably learn most as
teachers from our failures, our mistakes, our
limits. So I want to talk for a moment about
the risks, problems, and failures that can
occur in small group teaching.
I think the first risk is an intensely
personal one. I was born to be a critic, not a
camp counsellor. My personal preferred
space is a small enclosed room equipped
with a computer. I was never good at games,
and hated team sports. Every time I set up a
new groupwork assignment, I put myself
and my class at terrible risk. Risk of failure,
risk of embarrassment-- for all of us. What
happens if the idea is a flop? What happens
if instead of being fun and exciting, the
performances are awkward and humiliating,
or just boring? Am I really doing my job, if
I'm notfirmly controlling the outcome of my
class? Though I still suffer these qualms,
experience now tells me that the greater the
risk, the greater the reward. And when I
hand the class over to them (after setting
guidelines firmly in place), they know that
they have to make it work-- and thank God,
most of the time, they do make it work -- and
much better than I could alone.
The second risk of course involves the
students, some of whom will just hate the
enforced socialization of groupworkand/ or
the stress of public speaking. I'm not sure
there's much one can do about the former.
As for the latter, one of the odd virtues of this
kind of teaching is that it exploits and even
caricatures the element of performance that is
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inherent -- for both students and professor
-- in any classroom situation. Running one's
classroom as a theatre every now and then
exposes and in a way exorcises the roleplaying that happens anyway. The shy,
withdrawn types will ultimately play
themselves out as themselves just as the
articulate or ebullient ones will-- and for all
but the most inhibited, this will result in a
greatly increased presence and investment
in the class. The small group discussion that
happens beforehand is not only essential
preparation but also a means of rooting the
theatrical in the real; to be able to "pretend,"
students need -- and usually get -- support
from and trust in their peers.
I want to acknowledge right now ~at
small group teaching is inevitably messy
and sometimes disorderly. Even worse, it
sometimes falls flat. And the failures, even if
they are momentary, are so much more
obvious in groupwork than they are in a
more traditional lecture I discussion format:
because I am an observer rather than a
performer, I notice and worry about Jennifer's
boredom or apathy in a way that I simply
don't when I'm talking at the front of the
class -- even if her level of indifference is the
same. Indeed, groupwork may be failing
Jennifer altogether--if her group's chemistry
isn't working, or she's too shy to share her
ideas, or she's tyrannized by David who has
so much to say. I think the failures must be
acknowledged. But teaching using small
groups has made me trust my students more
-- to teach themselves. This was illustrated
particularly clearly one day when I lost
confidence in them. I set up a talk show
scenario (with myself playing Bill Cosby)
and just got irritated with the slow start they
were getting. Instead of trusting the class to
work through their uncertainties and gather
momentum, I lost heart, abandoned the
theatrical scenario, and turned it into a regular
class discussion. I knew right away that I'd

done the wrong thing -- they felt betrayed.
When small groups work, we all have a sense
of triumph, we are all performers, we all
learn something, we are all surprised by what
happens.
I'll finish off with a sample of student
responses -- positive and negative -- to an
anonymous questionnaire I distributed at
the end ofthe year about the benefits of small
group teaching: 85% of students polled were
very positive; 15% were quite negative. What
was clear from both positive and negative
comments was that the happy group was
able to accommodate two potentially
antagonistic operations: to allow individuals
to express differing views, and to encourage ·
those individuals to compromise to come up
with a consensus for the larger class. Groups
worked when they maintained this
precarious balance between unity and
diversity, between the interests of the group
and those of the individual. The negative
comments sound like this: "ideas were not
readily accepted by everyone in the group";
"I would have enjoyed it if I was given a
chance to speak." Positive comments sound
like this: "It gave us a chance to get to know
each other better and to all express our
opinions and come up with a consensus"; "It
was a good chance to pool energy and end up
with some very interesting and intelligent
debates or discussions"; "I learned how many
different perspectives there are to every
issue"; "the work did not seem like work."
Out of this hodge-podge of hasty halftruths offered by typically generous students
at the end of an academic year, I cling to the
last remark. I am the last person to avoid
making students work -- and work is not
always fun - but groupwork seemed to me
to extend some of the sheer elation and
surprise of discovering literature into the
classroom.
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Institutional Competence:
Reinventing the University
by Brian Segal
Publisher, Maclean's
Letmebeginbysuggestingthatifthepurpose
of explaining yourselves to the public is to
secure better funding, I wouldn't bother.
University funding in Canada for the
humanities or for other disciplines will not
change because academics have launched a
campaign to better explain themselves. I
don't believe the general crisis in public
funding of health care, social services and
education is related to the lack of
understanding by society of how well the
various professions are understood--it is
rather that we have built a social policy
infrastructure that our economy is no longer
able to afford. I won't pursue this issue
further as I don't think the purpose of this
session is to discuss the economics of public
finances.
If on the other hand you are interested
in determining how you can better serve
society and make your own work and that of
the university more responsive to public
expectations, then I would suggest there is
much to be done--notinexplainingyourselves
but in demonstrating by your work the
importance ofli terature and literary criticism
to a dynamic and vibrant society. The prize
for doing this may not be more funding, but
rather a more literate society blessed with
greater civility and a diminished propensity
for intolerance; a society that understands
and appreciates the difference between
information and knowledge; that encourages
and promotes reading and inquiry and dilutes
the addictive dependence so many have to
television. 0-ohn Cruickshank and I both
have a strong vested interest in getting people
to drop the television habit.)
The corrosive effects of television

generally, and bad television (of which there
is much) in particular, on the active mind has
already resulted in a society whose members
are for the most part more interested in
evolving their understanding of issues and
of the world through passively watching
television, through watching the media talk
to the media, than through actively engaging
their own intellects and imaginations in
reading and thinking about what they read.
A more proactive literary community that
seeks out ways of reaching a broader public
and stimulating society to read widely can
do much to alter this situation.
Let me share my own bias about the
role of the university. I do not think of the
university in merely utilitarian terms. If
society were to view universities and the
work of the faculty as means, rather than
ends, the essential role of the university
would be significantly debased. The value of
learning and the joy associated with
intellectual inquiry should not be subjugated
to the practicalissues of the day. Universities
have come to be respected because they
allow students and faculty to engage in
intellectual inquiry for its own sake. Society
benefits enormously from having citizens
who have had a liberal education and who
have a strong sense of moral understanding
and social responsibility.
Faculty have come to be respected
because they are seen as the trustees of the
intergenerational transfer of knowledge; they
accomplish this through teaching and
writing; they are seen as adding to the
knowledge base and understanding of society
through scholarship and research and as
playing an important role in helping society
understand and cope with its own
transformation and adaptation by being at
the forefront of reasoned debate.
It would be unfortunate, however, if
these expectations were to be carried out in
amannerwhichmilitatedagainstaninterest
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in practical issues and problems. Society
needs the university's help to solve many of
its problems--but such problems also help
scholars address more basic questions and
re-examine critical theory in the face of
everyday reality.
What society has come to expect of
you is that you perform these roles
effectively. Contrary to much academic
rhetoric, the public does not expect you to
be something you're not, but rather to do
what you are supposed to do and do it well.
Youaretheoneswhohaveeducatedsociety
about your role; on how important teaching
and learning is; on the value of independent
inquiry, free from political and
organizational interference; on the
fundamental protections guaranteed by
tenure, and so necessary to the conduct of
your role; and on the long term benefits of
scholarship and research to society.
You have set the standards for your
performance and the expectations for your
own evaluation--and society only asks that
you conduct yourselves in accordance with
your own standards and assess your own
performance in ways that are meaningful,
understandable and transparent to the
public.
In writing this, I was struck by the
apparent intensity of the silence of the
academic literary and cultural community
on the debates over the ROM Out of Africa
exhibition, Showboat and now Miss Saigon,
or the debate that always accompanies the
presentationofTheMerchantoJVenice.Imay
have been out of touch, or the media may
have decided to ignore the analytical and
contextualizing voices of your community
on these cultural and literary hot issues. As
you well know, these performances and
curated events have become lightning rods
for intense manifest and latent feelings in
various communities. On the one hand,
they are poignant examples of the

importance of artistic expression to our lives:
and on the other, they cry out for objective
and critical analysis that rises above
pedestrian-level name calling. Where are
your voices on these issues? Did you try to
offer an independent voice and were you
ignored by the media? Was it the case that
the media were more interested in
exacerbating the polarities than in reflecting
a reasoned analysis? Are you saving your
analysis for scholarly journals, or were you
too frightened to engage in the debate for
fear of alienating one side or the other? If the
latter was the case, which I hope it was not,
then the protection given to you by tenure
and seen by you as an entitlement to protect
you from infringements of your academic
freedom could surely be perceived as serving
less noble principles.
This example demonstrates that the
issue before you is not how to explain
yourselves and your work, but rather to
demonstrate by your actions that what you
do, and the skills and knowledge you have,
are indeed critical to and available to society.
Since through legislated charters you
have been granted control over academic
policies in universities, the public has also
come to expectthatyouassume responsibility
for the university's organizational competence as it bears on teaching and research.
Organizational competence refers to
the capability of the university to deliver its
teaching and research programs in an
effective and efficient way. For the teaching
function, this incorporates many elements
including, but not limited to, the opportunity
for students to develop critical thinking,
analytic and synthesis capacities; to develop
substantive knowledge in a discipline, to
evolve a set of values consistent with the
norms of a democratic society; to achieve a
high level of competence in oral and written
communications; and to emerge with well
honed problem solving abilities.
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The organization, management,
content, currency, and relevance of
curriculum, the quality and methods of
teaching, the deployment of teaching
resources, the level of access to courses within
programs and the quality of advice,
counselling and information about
curriculum choices are all measures of the
competence of the university's teaching and
learning function.
Organizational competence as well
addresses the issue of how well the research
role and function of the university is
organized, managed and directed at helping
society critically examine serious issues and solve
critical social, cultural and economic problems.
Perhaps the reason behind the choice
of today's topic is a recognition of the
significant gap that exists between what
universities believe indicators of strong
performance to be and what society wishes
they were. Unfortunately, most of the ways
universities describe and measure
performance bear little or no relationship to
the cares and interests of the larger society.
This difference really matters, and will
ultimately determine how the public comes
to understand the university and its role in
society. In simple terms, the greater the
differences between how universities and
society define university and faculty
performance, the greater the likelihood of
more government intervention and less
institutional autonomy.
For the most part, measures used by
universities to describe performance describe
faculty or in some cases student performance,
but not institutional competence. Some of
the most common measures of academic
excellence include the number of refereed ·
publications, the quality or stature of the
journals in which these appear, the number
of citations per faculty member, the nuniber
of members of the Royal Society, the amount
of research dollars received per faculty

member, the amount of private dollars
received, the grades of entering students,
teaching awards held by the faculty,
operating dollars per student, and library
holdings.
Measures rarely collected and/ or used
in a systematic way to improve the quality of
university service received by the student
include student/faculty ratios, class sizes,
graduation rates, employment results of
graduates, graduate school entry success
rates, the probability of students having
access to their preferred or required courses
in each year, the number of students per year
who have to stay beyond the normal
graduation period in order to complete their
originally chosen programs, the number of
honours students unable to use a research
option and forced to enrol in a course option
to graduate, the percentage of assignments
returned with comments, the availability of
employment counselling services, methods
of assessing and working with disabled
students, the opportunity for undergraduate
students to be exposed to research work in
laboratories, or to be exposed and involved
with faculty in their scholarship and research.
Now I know some of these variables
are being measured in some universities, in
some cases because outside agents such as
governments or Maclean' shave requested it.
Butlet'sface it, this does not come naturally,
and even trying to collect some of this
information causes enormous heartburn in
the university. Faculty and departments are
often and intensely opposed to providing
this kind of information, and resentful and
suspicious of the rationale for its collection
and the uses to which it might be put.
I suspect, or fear, that measures which
are genuinely student centred are both outside
and perhaps alien to the established academic
regime. I guess my experience suggests that
the current system of measuring performance
reinforces the status quo, and ensures the
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continued institutionalization of an academic
infrastructure and a set of values that equates
individual faculty performance with
institutional performance and uniformly
ignores both organizational competence and
the needs of students in the process.
The advancement of knowledge, the
contribution to a discipline, the development
of theoretical, critical and empirical explanations of important phenomenon and issues
are measured by universities, yet are much
more related totheworkofindividualfaculty
than to the competence of the university.
But if measures of individual faculty
performance are to have meaning beyond ·
theuniversityworld, theywillhavetoinclude
measures of teaching performance, student
centred service, and evidence of how faculty
research and scholarship contribute to the
solution of critical problems in society.
What the public wants is a university
competence measurement system which
includes student centred performance
measurement and performance measures of
the university's contribution to the solution
of societal problems.
There is resistance to these different
forms of measuring performance, since some
fundamental tenets of both scholarship and
academic governance are at stake. Whatis at
stake in scholarship?
If universities (for example) are not
able to deploy sufficient teaching resources
to improve student centred performance,
then questions will and should naturally
ariseaboutwhethermorefacultytimeshould .
be spent on teaching and less on research. If
one sticks to the traditional response to this
question, and succumbs to the rhetoric of the
inseparability of teaching and research, one
concludes this is not possible.
Well that's not really how I see it. All
systems that provide for universal entitlements are prone to abuse. The university is
no different. You can go on trying to convince

the world that every faculty member must
do research, or you can admit that there are
facultyineveryuniversitywhoaremediocre
scholars at best and that they ought to spend
most of their time teaching and providing
studentservices.No, thatdoesnotmeanyou
put incompetents in front of the class, but
rather that you realign your resources to
better meet student needs.
The management of a faculty evaluation
system designed to beef up the university's
responsibilities to its students by actively
and aggressively differentiating faculty roles
is a serious threat to the system of academic
entitlements and would come under intense
opposition from faculty unions--it would
also, if implemented, dramatically improve
the credibility of universities, to say nothing
of how it would enhance institutional
performance on student centred measures.
It could also improve the university's
capability of helping society solve real and
currentproblems by encouraging competent
faculty who are mediocre scholars to take on
more community service responsibilities.
Whatis at stake in governance? Lots! A
system of institutional performance
measures will have an impact on faculty
deployment and thus on collective
agreements and on departmental decisionmaking. The shape and design of curriculum
delivery systems will be subject to the
additional measure of how well they respond
to student needs. Vanity courses which are
not part of the core curriculum or only reflect
the idiosyncratic interestof a faculty member
and eat up valuable faculty resources will be
challenged and the traditional link between
faculty pet interests and courses offered may
become more tenuous.
When Boards of Governors hold
Presidents and Senates accountable for
institutional performance and refuse to
release funds to support those activities not
directed at improving institutional
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performance, the governance process will
change dramatically. Attempts to sweep
accountability measures under the rug of
academic freedom have worked in the past,
but are less likely to be successful in the
future. University presidents and Boards
will be caught in the maelstrom of faculty
discontent over threats to their individual
entitlements, will be chastised and tarred
and feathered for turning universities into
training/vocational schools, and will be
vilified for daring to suggest that some faculty
would better serve the requirements of
institutional performance by teaching more.
At the end of the day, reality will set in.
Changes will take place, and the less kicking
and screaming there is to protect the old
order, the more the public will come to
respect the universities.
Since the current paradigm of
performance measures defines what is
valued and what is not, changes in
measurement will be meaningless unless the
institutional values upon which they are
based change. And that means establishing
a new paradigm for both measuring and
practising academic excellence, a paradigm
that means something beyond the institution
or the university world.
Universities must seek to reinvent
themselves. The fact that they have a constant
stream of new students is no excuse for
demurring from reexamination of how they
can better serve both students and society.
The preservation of whatis unique about the
university, of its critical role in teaching,
research and service, will depend on how
well it adapts to the real world's expectations
about performance. The university's ability
tosustainautonomywillcomeaboutthrough
amorerealisticharmonizationof its methods,
practices and priorities with those of society.
Its principles of free inquiry and academic
freedom will only be enhanced if these
changes occur.

Kim of Green Gables
by Frank Davey
University of Western Ontario
Within ten days of the release of my book
about the cultural appeal of Kim Campbell,
Reading "KIM" Right, I discovered I had
probably pushed a much larger Canadian
button than I had intended: The Ottawa Citizen
devoted over 70% ofits July 4th front page to
a lead story about the book entitled "Kim of
Green Gables." Accompanying the story,
and dominating the page, was an elaborately
drawn colour cartoon of the new Prime
Minister as the forlorn Anne Shirley, waiting
to be fetched from the Avonlea train station.
For the next two weeks I found myself talking
to various TV news anchors and radio and
print journalists, who wanted mostly to talk
about orphans and loneliness, but who in
many cases wanted to know if I was truly
"serious" about the connection I had argued
between Campbell and the PEI redhead.
One perplexed and apparently young male
journalist phoned to ask if I could help him
by telling him "more about this Anne of
Coral Gables."
I found myself also talking to numerous
friends and colleagues. Most of these were
amused and persuaded by my arguments,
but two had had extreme reactions. One, a
friend and senior Canadian literary scholar,
was alarmed that I had publicly identified
Campbell's connection to such a powerful
Canadianstory,andfeared thatlmighthave
inadvertently increased its positive effects
-on her image. Another was angry that I had
sullied for her the innocent image of Anne of
Green Gables, and said she was hiding her
copy of my book to ensure that I didn't sully
Anne for her young daughters as well.
In the weeks that followed, the book
continued to arouse strong reactions. A
Vancouver Sun reviewer, Lisa Fitterman,
declared that it should be forgotten "at a
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glance" (which seemed to be what she'd
given it); Allan Fotheringham, writing in
Maclean's, pronounced it "off on its own
trip"; at another extreme the Edmonton
Journal's political affairs columnist Mark
Lisac called it "intellectually hip" and said
"it's hard to see how Canadian political
writing can stick to its plodding traditions
after this" (you can guess which kind of
response I preferred). A little later Brian
Mulroney's former chief of staff Hugh Segal
embarrassed me on CBC Midday by calling
the book "fascinating," "intriguing," and a
"balanced assessment" of Campbell. Most
of these responses again focused on the little
redhead. The book should be forgotten
because it "contains musings about Anne of
Green Gables" (Fitterman) oritis "intriguing"
and "cheeky" because it dares to make
irreverent comparisons.
Some of most appreciative reviews
came, like the Segal one, from unexpected
sources: Douglas Fisher in The Toronto Sun
revieweditwithMurray Dobbin's The Politics
of Kim Campbell, and pronounced my Kim
book "more challenging and more fun."
Charles Lynch in The Ottawa Citizen wrote
that although he had approached it "almost
determined not to like it" he found it had "a
depth and perception that is astonishing,"
and concluded with the question "Who is
this Frank Davey?"
Lynch,likemanyofthejournalistswho
reviewed the book, was troubled by the fact
that an academic had written a book in an
area, current affairs commentary, that was
usually the preserve of journalists; "Davey
has the academics' scorn for journalists," he
suggested. My publisher, perhaps wary of
such respons.es, had printed no author
information on the book, but within days of
the book's release had been telephoned by
reporters and asked to confirm what were to
them rumours that Frank Davey was an
academic, a professor, or perhaps even a

poet. "You are a poet?" the CBC's Wendy
Mesley asked me with some concern seconds
before I took part in Prime Time News
round table with other "Campbellists"-her
smile suggested that being a poet was okay
by her. Maclean's Allan Fotheringham had
no doubtthatl was a poet: "He is a poet at the
University of Western Ontario and writes
like a poet (i.e. most of his readers will have
no idea what he's talking about most of the
time)." Rosaleen Dickson of The Hill Times
was happy to call me "Professor Davey,"
and toreportthat"[o]neofthemostdelightful
aspects of this enjoyable book is its respect
for good, English prose." Matthew Manera,
however, writing in The Canadian Forum,
complained that "[t]he world of academics,
of literature and theory, is not the world in
which most of us live," and argued that
"personae" and image-construction had little
to do with unemployment, foreclosures, and
homelessness and other aspects of "day-today reality."
This sense of an opposition between
journalism and the academy coloured even
the most detailed and positive reviews. Some
reviewers declared this sense openly. Marc
Lisac suggested that my book "proves a
professor of Canadian literature can have
more to say and more fun to offer than the
usual political notetakers." John Moore,
writing in the North Shore News, began
"Avant-garde Vancouverwriter got the jump
on the field of hacks, flaks, and ghost-writers
said to be melting down the microprocessors
... to get books into print on Canada's first
Ms. Prime Minister .... Worse news for the
boiler-room scribblers is that Davey's book
isn't some hastily knocked-off bio cobbled
from padded press clippings, which more
than one of theirs is likely to be." Other
commentators expressed this opposition
more subtly. Robert Sheppard, The Globe and
Mail's "The Provinces" columnist, hinted at
a professional-amateur figuration in writing
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that "the portrait is a refreshing break from
the sometimes amateurish psychoanalysis
or the portentous 'scoops' that animate many
other Campbell profiles." Ross Howard, also
in TheGlobeandMail,hinted at difficulty and
obscurity by writing that "Davey, a poet
who teaches Canadian literature at the
UniversityofWesternOntario,startsdeep."
Although I and my book were for the
most part generously received by the
journalist reviewers, there was a tendency
throughout the reviews to construct a
dichotomy of journalism and the academy.
Often this was done in terms of stereotypes:
the academic writes well but the journalist is
a hack; or the academic's interests are esoteric
and other-worldly while the journalist's
constitute "reality.II This dichotomy is
unfortunate because of both its masking of
the common ·areas in the work of the two
professions and its implicit reducing and
constricting of the activities of each.
Academics live in the same social order as do
journalists; journalists work, albeit within
much tighter time constraints, with the same
cultural/intellectual inheritances as do
academics.Journalists work in the front lines
of historical and cultural construction,
intervention, and criticism; academics
usually do similar work but at much greater
remove, often without foregrounding the
links between this work and a newspaper's
"reality." To dichotomize the two fields
constructs an unexplored space between
them, and acts to deny academics the right to
demonstrate the social consequences of their
labours, or journalists the right to step back
from time to time and take a longer view.
Manera's argument-that cultural studies
has nothing to say on issues like
unemployment, that socially constructed
beliefs and images do not contribute to
foreclosures and homelessness-represents
a kind of positivist ingenuousness that is
also resistant to academic participation in

political debate. The implications of this
argument are that non-academic individuals
are autonomous and rational, able to
distinguish "fiction and reality," while
academics are not. The good news here was
that among my reviewers he was pretty well
alone in holding this view.
Certainly the journalist reviewers were
correct in perceiving Reading "KIM" Right as
a step by an academic into a context that they
usually had to themselves. In attempting to
read the images, public biography, critical
reception, and public remarks of Kim
Campbell as if I were dealing with a fictional
character in a literary text, I was confronting
them with assumptions from semiotics,
poststructuralist theory, and discourse
analysis only rarely encountered in North
American journalism. One of the reasons so
many of them regarded the book as "fresh,"
"quirky," "adventurous," "fun," "cheeky,"
"off-the-wall," and "intellectually hip" may
have been that the methodologieslattempted
were largely unknown to them. Was the
book an example of the kind of participation
in the general culture which John
Cruickshank of The Globe and Mail, speaking
to a 1993 ACCUTE plenary, recommended
that our members undertake to familiarize
the public with the social value of our
profession? I think it was, although probably
not the specific kind of text Cruickshank had
in mind.
I also believe that many of the analytical
tools of our profession should be more
generallyavailableinourculture,andwould
make useful parts of public discourse. But
introducing them is probably better done by
performing their usefulness than by naming
them in our professional terminology. My
own approach was to deal with "KIM" as a
product of intertextual forces but without
using the word "intertextual," to discuss her
as a self-constructed subject position without
using a word more complicated than
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"image," to discuss conventions of
representation without using this sense of
the word "representation." I'mnotsurehow
successfully I did this within the context of
our profession (Kim Campbell's tenure as
Prime Minister has ended but it is still too
soon for academic reviews of the book to
have appeared), but in terms of enlarging the
public discourse of the election campaign
the book may have had some impact. It sold
well. Many of the journalists who reviewed
it seemed afterward to be especially
concerned with "image." Two of them
phoned me to discuss the difficulties of giving
intelligent coverage to the campaign. A week
before the election, one of my ex-students
discovered that all six copies of the book in
the Vancouver Public Library were on loan.
It was apparently speaking to someonesomeone who quite possibly was from
outside our classrooms, conferences, and
journals.
In Memoriam Peter Marinelli
by Hugh Maccallum
Professor Emeritus, University of Toronto
Dr. Peter V. Marinelli died suddenly of a
coronary on July 25, 1993, a few days
before his sixtieth birthday. A graduate of
Fordham and Princeton, he joined the
staff in English at University College, the
UniversityofToronto,in 1963,and taught
there until his death. His scholarsip
centered on the Renaissance, but ranged
easily through earlier and later periods.
His publications include Pastoral (1971),
and Ariosto and Boiardo: The Origins of
'Orlando Furioso' (1987), as well as essays
on English and Italian literature. He was
widely respected as a gifted teacher, and
this was formally recognized when he
received the UniversityofTorontoFellow
Award for Teaching.

Conferences/Calls for Papers
The Christianity and Literature study group
(which will meet concurrently with the
ACCUTE meetings at Calgary) invites papers
of any length and on any period under the
general rubric of "literature and religion." The
group would particularly welcome
submissions from graduate students and
contributions to a session on pedagogy and the
canon. Contact
Barbara Pell
Department of English
Trinity Western University
Langley, BC V3A 6H4.

Parchment invites submissions of poetry and
short stories to: 445 Hamilton Road, London,
Ontario, N5Z 152.
The L.M. Montgomery Institute will host a
symposium, "L.M. Montgomery and her
Works: An International Symposium," at the
University of Prince Edward Island,
Charlottetown, PEI, from June 23-26, 1994.
ScholarsfromJapan,Sweden, the UnitedStates,
and Canada will present papers on a
comprehensiverangeofMontgomery's works
as well as on her life. The symposium is open
to all who are interested in L.M. Montgomery.
For information about registration, please
contact
Anna MacDonald
cf o Department of English
University of Prince Edward Island
Charlottetown, PEI ClA 4P3
phone/fax: (902) 629-1756
e-mail: amacdonald@upei.ca.
A conference entitled "International Regions:
Contemporary Writing in English Produced
in Canada" will be held at the University of
Northern British Columbia, October 28-30,
1994. This conference will explore how
contemporarywritersin Canada have mapped
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imaginative, political or geographical spaces
which reveal inter-relationships between
various cultures or histories. Topics may
include: Border Crossings, Re-Imagining
Communities, Re-Constructed Landscapes,
Post-Nationalism in Canadian literature,
Exile(s), Cultural Diversity, or Environmental
issues. Another area for discussion might be
the presentation of northern, prairie, and
maritime experiences in an international
context. There will also be an open session and
two panel discussions, one on First Nations' I
Native literature and another on feminist
writing.
Please submit three copies of a250-word
abstract and include a separate cover sheet
with your name, address, contact number,
and a biographical note. DEADLINE:
February 1, 1994. Send all correspondence to:
Dr. Karin Beeler and Dr. Dee Home
English Programme
The University of Northern British Columbia
PO Bag 1950, Station A
Prince George, BC V2L 5P2
e-mail: beeler@unbc.edu or dee@unbc.edu
fax: (604) 960-5794.
History of English Studies in Canada:
Proposals are invited for a special issue of the
University of Toronto Quarterly in spring 1995
on the history of English studies in Canada.
Papers should concentrate on pedagogic and
curricular developments, on the histories of
departments, the careers of formative figures,
or related topics. Please send proposals or
requests for further information to
Heather Murray
Trinity College
University of Toronto
Toronto, ON M5S 1H8.
Race, Ethnicity, and "Otherness" In America,
the 30th Conference of the Canadian
Association of American Studies, will be held
in Ottawa, November 3-5, 1994. This

interdisciplinary conference will address race,
ethnicity, and "Otherness" in the construction
of America, and will examine the politics of
multiculturalism from dominant and
alternative perspectives. Individual abstracts
are welcome, and participants are also
encouraged to organize and submit sessions of
two to three papers on a common topic.
Innovative forms of presentation and
collaboration are welcomed. Proposals shquld
be submitted by February 15, 1994. For further
information contact
Priscilla Walton
Department of English
Carleton University
Ottawa, ON KlS 5B6
phone: (613) 788-2600, ext. 2322
e-mail: pwalton@ccs.carleton.ca.

Mosaic, A Journal for the Interdisciplinary Study
of Literature invites submissions for a special
issue on "Literature and Media Change."
Welcome are scholarly essays that study ways
in which literature is constructed by its media,
as well as those that examine issues pertaining
to media and communication in general. A
few sample areas are: electronic media and the
"rediscovery" of orality; hypertexts and
hypermedia; the book as commodity;
manuscripts and scribal culture; and the role
ofliterature ina post-print world. Deadline for
submissions is September 1, 1994. For more
information, including submission requirements, please write
Dr. Evelyn J. Hinz
Editor, Mosaic, A Journal for the

Interdisciplinary Study of Literature
Room 298 Tier Building
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, MB R3T 2N2
phone: (204) 474-9763
fax: (204) 261-9086.
Contributions are invited for a collection of
essays tentatively titled Margaret Laurence: New
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Critical Essays. The aim of the volume is to
encourage new criticism in areas of Laurence's
writing that have generally received little
consideration. In particular, essays that treat
theAfricanfiction, theAfricannon-fiction, the
memoir, the children's books, published and
unpublished letters, and archival material, are
requested. In addition, essays that examine
Laurence's Canadian fictional work, the
children's books, or in comparison with other
writers, are welcome.
Abstracts and papers should be sent by
March 1, 1994 to
Christian Riegel
Department of English
University of Alberta
Edmonton, AB T6G 2E5
criegel@vm. ucs. ualberta.ca.

Essays on Canadian Writinginvitessubmissions
for a special issue on the representations of
"North" in Canadian culture to be guest edited
by Sherrill Grace, University of British
Columbia.
The editor seeks submissions on all
aspects of the subject, including papers that
address theoretical issues concerning the
politics and aesthetics of representing North.
This issue of the journal is intended to be
multidisciplinary and submissions are
welcome from historians, geographers,
anthropologists, musicologists, ·and political
scientists, as well as from students and
professors of literature, theatre, film, and the
fine arts. Papers can be primarily theoretical or
closely focussed on a particular figure or text;
they can be interdisciplinary studies of two or
more disciplinary representations of North, or
they can explore a particular discipline's
construction of North. They can range from a
discussionofrecentfilmlikeMapsoftheHuman
Heart or discussion of the politics of southern
research on northern "subjects."
illustrations may be included within
reason and with copyright clearance.

Contributions of 6,000 to 7,000 words
writteninaccordancewithcurrentMLAformat
(please note that if your paper is accepted, it
will be necessary to provide photocopies of all
material cited) should be submitted in three
copies by 31 August 1994 to
Professor Sherrill E. Grace
Department of English
#397-1873 East Mall
University of British Columbia
Vancouver, BC V6T lZl
phone 604 822-4069 or 822-9121.

Callaloo: A Journal ofAfro-American and African
Arts and Letters, based at the University of
Virginia, invites submissions of articles,
bibliographies, review essays, and interviews
for a special issue on Black Nova Scotian
(Africadian) Literature, History, and Culture
to be guest-edited by George Elliott Clarke.
Papers on any aspect of this topic are invited.
Subjects could include specifying the location
of Black Nova Scotia (Africadia) within the
African Diaspora, especially in regard to
Canada, African America, the Caribbean, and
Sierra Leone; the current ''Cultural
Renaissance"; gender constructions; urbanrural aspects; class and economic dynamics;
the State and Black Nova Scotians
(Africadians); and other topics.
Given the past emphasis on sociological
study of Africadians, scholars should focus
their attention on Africadian involvement in
the arts, within the general categories sketched
above.
Papers should follow MLA format, with
three copies sent by May 1, 1994 to
George Elliott Clarke
Department of English
Queen's University
Kingston, ON K7L 3N6
phone: 613 567-6051.
American Gothic: New Interventions in a
National Narrative. A workshop-conference
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to be held at Universite de Montreal, October
22-24, 1994. The conference will focus on
revisionisttheoreticalandhistoricalapproaches
to Gothic cultural production in the United
States, including poststructuralist, gender
studies, postcolonial, and new historical
approaches. Deadline for proposals is March
1, 1994. For more information about the
conference, please contact
Robert K. Martin or Eric Savoy,
Etudes anglaises
Universite de Montreal
CP 6128, Succ A
Montreal, PQ H3C 3J7
e-mail: savoye@ere.umontreal.ca.

ESC NEEDS YOUR
HELP!
In the preparation of our vitally
important application to SSHRCC in
1994 we intend to list as many citations
to ESC articles in books and journals
as can be found. Even with the use of
sophisticated searching techniques the
list may be far from complete. Could
members inform the editor of any
citations to ESC articles they have
made in their publications, and also of
any known instances where their ESC
articles have been cited in books and/
or articles published by non-ACCUTE
members. The editor will be eternally
grateful for your assistance.
Contact:
Prof. Doug Wurtele
Editor, ESC
Department of English
1802 Dunton Tower
Carleton University
1125 Colonel By Drive
Ottawa, ON K1 S 586.

Position Vacancy
Okanagan University College is a
comprehensive University College offering
university degree programs, vocational,
developmental, career and technical
programs. It offers programs leading to
baccalaureate degrees in Arts and Science in
co-operation with the University of British
Columbia, and baccalaureate degrees in
Education, Nursing, Social Work and Fine
Arts in co-operation with the University of
Yictoria. The University College operates
campuses inKelowna, Vernon, Salmon Arm,
and Penticton, with degree completion
programs concentrated in Kelowna.
Under the direction of the Dean,
Division of Arts, applications are invited
from individuals with a specialization in
Canadian Literature, as well as a
demonstrated record of innovative and
successful teaching of undergraduate English
courses in composition and literature at all
levels. The successful candidate may also be
asked to teach business and technical
communications from time to time.
The qualifications are a Ph.D. or
equivalent supplemented with postsecondary teaching experience and/ or
applied experience and a commitment to
excellence.in teaching.
This is a continuing appointment
effective July 1, 1994. Salaryis$40,730-$61,201
per annum. Salary and working conditions
are governed by the Okanagan University
College Faculty Association Collective
Agreement.
Please submit a curriculum vitae and
the names of three referees in confidence by
December 15, 1993 to:
Competition No. 90FAC93
Personnel Office
Okanagan University College
1000 K.L.O. Road
Kelowna, BC Vl Y 4X8
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News of Members
Douglas BARBOUR (Alberta) has published

John Newlove and His Works, Daphne Marlatt
and Her Works, and bpNichol and His Works
(ECW Press, 1992), and also Michael Ondaatje
(Twayne Publishers, 1993).
Deanne BOGDAN (OISE) has published ReEducating the Imagination: Toward a Poetics,
Politics, and Pedagogy of Literary Engagement
(1992) and Constructive Reading: Teaching
Beyond Communication, co-edited with Stanley

B. Straw (1993), both published by Heinemann,
Portsmouth, New Hampshire; "When is
Singing School (Not) a Chorus?" in Linda
Stone, ed., The Education Feminism Reader (New
York: Routledge, 1993), and "The (Re )Educated
Imagination," in Alvin A. Lee and Robert D.
Denham, eds., The Legacy ofNorthrop Frye (U of
Toronto Press, 1993).
Helen M. BUSS (Calgary) (aka Margaret
Clarke) has recently published Mapping Our

Selves: Canadian Women's Autobiography in
English (Montreal: McGill-Queen's UP, 1993).
Recent articles and chapters include "The
Autobiographies of Han Suyin: A Female
Postcolonial Subjectivity" in Canadian Review
ofAmerican Studies 23.1 (1992): 107-126; "Anna
Jameson's Winter Studies and Summer Rambles
in Canada as Epistolary Dijournal" in
(Re)Defining Life Writing(Toronto: U ofToronto
Press, 1992): 69-89; "Creating the
' CanAmerican' Self: The Autobiographies of
American Women Immigrants to Canada" in

The Literature of Exile and Emigration,
Comparative Literature Series, Texas Tech
University (1991): 51-64. Her play, Gertrude
and Ophelia was published in Theatrum, April/
May (1993): s2-s15.
Margery FEE has moved from Queen's
University to take up an appointment at the
University of British Columbia. Her The Fat

Lady Dances: Margaret Atwood's Lady Oracle
and Silence Made Visible: Howard O'Hagan and
Tay John, which she edited, appeared recently
from ECW Press. She also published "'You Is
We': Resistance and Complicity in David

Dabydeen's The Intended" (ARIEL 24.1) and
"Canadian Literature and English Studies in
the Canadian University" (Essays on Canadian
Writing 48).
Norman FELTES (York) has published
"Literacy, Literature and Curriculum: A
Response to Frank Davey," Editorial
Roundtable on Curricular Change, Textual
Studies in Canada 2 (1992), 16-20 and
"Voy(ag)euse: Gender and Gaze in the Canoe
Paintings of Frances Anne Hopkins, ARIEL: A

Review of International English Literature
(October 1993).
Michael GREENSTEIN (Sherbrooke) has
published "The Fissure Queen: Issues of
Gender and Post-Colonialism in Crackpot,"
Room of One's Own 16.3, 20-31, and "Prairie
Triptych: Adele Wiseman, Eli Mandel, Henry
Kreisel," Parchment (1993).
Isobel GRUNDY (Alberta) has published a
revised edition of Lady Mary Wortley
Montagu's Essays and Poems and Simplicity, a
Comedy (Oxford UP 1993; originally edited by
Robert Halsband and Isobel Grundy, 1977).
Besides up-dated information, this edition
includes a new 20-page introduction and four
recently discovered poems.
Lorraine JANZEN KOOISTRA (Toronto) has
recently published "The Representation of
Violence/The Violence of Representation:
Laurence Housman's Illustrations to Christina
Rossetti's Goblin Market," in ESC (September,
1993); "' The Biography of the Century':
Another Look at Richard Ellmann's James
Joyce," in Biography (Winter 1993); and
"Windows in Time: The Photographic Image
in Patrick Friesen's Poetry," in Prairie Fire
(Spring 1992).
Gary KELLY (Alberta) has published

Revolutionary Feminism: The Mind and Career of
Mary Wollstonecraft (Macmillan 1992).
Laurel MEANS recently published Medieval
Lunar Astrology: A Collection of Representative
Middle English Texts (Lewiston: Edwin Mellen,

1993).
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Victor A. NEUFELDT (Victoria) has published

Novels in the Nineteenth-Century Canadas.

A Bibliography of the Manuscripts of Patrick
Branwell Bronte (Garland Publishing 1993). he

NIKOL Series Volume XV. BraunschweigWiesbaden: Friedr. Vieweg & Sohn, 1993; A

is currently preparing volume one of a multivolume Complete Works of P.B. Bronte.

Zepetneki Totosy csalad adattara I Records of the
Totosy de Zepetnek family (A compilation of

Theresia M. QUIGLEY (Moncton) has recently
published her second collection of poems
entitled A Journey of Circles (Hantsport, NS:
Lancelot Press, 1993). She has been appointed
Chair of the Department of English for a three
year term.
Helmut REICHENBACHER (Toronto) has
recently published "Von The Robber Bridegroom
zu Bodily Harm: Eine Analyse unveroffentlicher
Entwiirfe Margaret Atwoods" in Zeitschrift fii.r
Anglistik und Amerikanistik 41.1 (1993): 54-65.
This analysis of Margaret Atwood's draft for
her novel Bodily Harm includes an abstract in
English.
Wendy SCHISSEL (Saskatchewan) and Barry
POPOWICH (Saskatchewan) have been
named Co-Presidents of St. Peter's College in
Muenster, Saskatchewan. The college is
affiliated with the University of Saskatchewan.
Paul STEVENS (Queen's) is now Chair of
Graduate Studies at Queen's. He has recently
published "Defamiliarizing Paradise Lost:
Teaching Political Criticism and its Problems,"
Dianoia 2.2 (1992); and "'Leviticus Thinking'
and the Rhetoric of Early Modem Colonialism,"
Criticism 35.3 (1993).
Steven TOTOSY DE ZEPETNEK (Alberta)
has recently published The Social Dimensions of

Fiction: On the Rhetoric and Function ofPrefacing

Latin, Hungarian, and German archival and
other documents 1587 to present, with selected
English translations). Szeged: J6zsef Attila
University, 1993; "The Empirical Science of
Literature/Constructivist Theory of Literature," Irene R. Makaryk, ed., Encyclopedia of

Contemporary Literary Theory: Approaches,
Scholars, Terms. Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1993. 36-39; "Hesse's ' Das erste
Abenteuer':ASocio-literary Analysis," Seminar
29.3 (September 1993).
ACCUTE Electronic Mailbox

The latest posting to ACCUTE's online
-mailbox is a listing of the telephone and fax
numbers of the members of the new parliament and of Jean Chretien's cabinet. If you
wish to have access to this online list, you
must first subscribe to the ACCUTE mailbox.
You can do this by contacting
LISTSERV@uoguelph.ca. Once you are
connected, enter the command SUB
ACCUTEMB name, where "name" is your
full name, not your userid. Once you are on
the subscriber list, you can request a copy of
the mailbox archives, where the file containing the phone and fax numbers is stored. Any
subsequent listings posted to the mailbox will
be automatically delivered to your userid.

News of Members and other Announcements of Interest to ACCUTE Members

Using the format of the Newsletter [Percy SHELLEY (Oxford) has published ... ], please let us
know about your recent publications and other matters of interest to the membership. Items
must be typed, should not exceed 50 words, and must not require copy-editing. Space
constraints will normally preclude the mention of conference papers, research grants, reviews
or encyclopedia entries. To appear in the March 1994 issue of the Newsletter, items must reach
the ACCUTE office by February 15, 1994.
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1994 Membership Form

O

D

NewMember
Renewal

Member's Name:
Academic Affiliation Information
Professional Designation:

D
D
D
D
D
D
O

D

Professor
Assoc. Professor
Asst. Professor
Sessional Lecturer
Instructor
Retired Faculty
Grad. Student I TA

Address (use home address only if you are without
academic affiliation):

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Postal Code _ _ _ __
Phone (wk):
Phone (hm): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Fax: _ _ _ _ _ __
E-Mail:

I enclose (Please make cheque payable to ACCUTE - University of Guelph) :

,

D The regular membership fee of $65
D The reduced fee of $30 (student I unemployed I underemployed I retired)
D The household membership fee of $115 (2 memberships, one subscription to ESC)
Second householder's name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Second householder's professional d e s i g n a t i o n : - - - - - - - - - - - - -

O The three-year membership fee (1994-96) of $175

ACCUTE Membership Directory Information
Please complete the information on research interests found overleaf, for use in the 1994
ACCUTE Directory. The Directory is used mainly by colleagues seeking scholars to review
books, prepare scholarly papers on special topics, and to evaluate manuscripts, grant
applications, conference papers, and graduate student theses. In order to help colleagues
locate specialists more easily, the 1994 Directory will list scholars categorically by primary
area of research interest first. In addition, members may specify other categories in which
they would feel comfortable performing professional tasks; these will be included in a
secondary listing format.
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Primary Listing (List only 1 area of specialization)
List specialization by Period I Nationality I Genre first; include other areas (Theoretical
Methodology, Culture I Gender Studies; Authors I Works, etc.) if necessary.
Example: Modern British Drama; Feminist Theory, G.B. Shaw
If you are applying for a household membership, please differentiate clearly between
research interests for each member.

Additional areas
Periods I Nationalities I Genres _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Culture I Gender Studies _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Criticism I Theory I Methodology _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Language I Linguistics _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Authors I Works _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

